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Notice Board

Telfed’s own on-line magazine

www.telfed.org.il

Stop Press
Telfed is pleased to
announce that 3 awards
for volunteers in the wider
community will be bestowed
on 23rd December 2008.
(i) Volunteer award
sponsored by Barney Mark
and family
(ii) Blance Isaacson Memorial
Award (for a volunteer aged
between 18 and 30 years)
(iii) Lev Le’raev Award for a
school-age volunteer
For more info. and
nomination forms email
info@telfed.org.il or
call Sharon Bernstein
(09)744 6110
or visit:
www.telfed.org.il.

For topical, up-to-date information on aliyah, klitah,
special projects, the community and much more.

Pop in and see for yourself!

KEEP CONNECTED!
Looking for a suitable gift for overseas friends or relatives?
Take out a subscription to Telfed Magazine
Contact Lena (09)7446110 x208 or hildav@netvision.net.il

Quality of Life
Program for
Scholars
Application forms for
chuggim for school kids
now available. emal:
susans@telfed.org.il

To all South Africans wanting to
subscribe to Telfed Magazine by
credit card; A year’s subscription: $35
(includes postage) Telfed’s toll-free
number from SA is 0800 – 997 – 495.
People who wish to pay by credit card
from SA should speak to: Helayne - ext.
220 or Sharon - ext. 201.



“Telfed on TOUR” heads
for Haifa
The Telfed National Events Committee
is pleased to announce that the next Telfed on Tour
is planned for Haifa at the end of the year. Come
along and meet the new Haifa committee and find
out about Telfed’s work and future plans.
For more info. email info@telfed.org.il or call Ruth
(054)775 8393 or Sharon (09)744 6110

Ziporah Segal Art Exhibition
Retrospective of paintings of Jerusalem, Horses, Flowers and Seascapes
Weil Center, 6 Hanotea Street, Kfar Shmaryahu
Opening Ceremony: 8 pm, 24 Nov. 08 runs through 11 Dec. 08
For more information: (09)958-2138

Telfed’s Employment Service

is always looking for good jobs for Southern African olim,
from care-givers and warehouse workers to secretaries,
medical personnel and hi-tech professionals.
If you have - or hear of - a job which just might suit an
oleh, please contact Telfed.
Call Sharon Bernstein (09)744 6110 ext. 201,
sharonb@telfed.org.il.
With your help, we can help other Southern Africans.

Editorial

T

occupied half a floor in the Clal Building
in Tel Aviv, it has nevertheless moved into
high gear by substantially increasing its
volunteer base. “New
regional committees
have been established
and old ones rejuvenated,” says Telfed’s
Dorron Kline, who has
“This is a very exciting
spearheaded this develperiod for us,” says Telfed
opment.
Today there
Director Sidney Shapiro,
are
regional
committees
who is overseeing the implein
Tel
Aviv,
Jerusalem,
mentation of new initiatives
Raanana, Modiin, Beit
“to meet the challenges of
Shemesh, Netanya, Hod
servicing our veteran comHasharon, Kfar Saba,
munity as well as assisting
Haifa, Ashkelon, Rishon
Chairman of the Jewish Agency,
the surge in new arrivals.”
Zeev Bielski with a group
LeZion and Eilat helping
July’s historic flight of new olim of young new South African
the newcomers settle down in
immigrants.
is to be followed this December with
their new environment.
another, which has been coined “Aliyah
Read in our Focus on Telfed an ‘Aliya
Bet”. Learning Hebrew, finding employment,
Update’ of Telfed’s activities and programmes
deciding where to reside and where to send
and in our Cover Story we interview new
one’s kids to school - these are some of the
olim exploring the personal motivations
major issues Telfed is dealing with daily, as
fuelling this aliya.
well as counselling young single olim about
enrolling in the IDF or university.
“I get such a kick out of what is happening
here,”
says Eli Kramer, a 30 year-old former
If Telfed no longer enjoys a staff that once
Johannesburg architect who has landed a plum
position with a top firm in Tel Aviv. “The Tel
Aviv skyline represents a changing landscape
that I want to be part of.”
Specializing in all branches of Insurance
For Telfed too there is a changing landscape.
Reshaping the Organisation’s architecture
Elementary: Car, House, Business & Travel
to meet these challenges, Telfed in its 60th
Private Health: Health Insurance & Frail Care (Siudi)
year has not only been celebrating the past
Life: Life Insurance, Pension Funds, Kupot Gemel,
but preparing for the future.
Keren Hishtalmut & Investment Advice
he South African Zionist Federation’s
(Israel) sixtieth year has been a busy
one, welcoming an increasing number
of Southern African olim,
most of whom were not
even born when ‘Telfed’ or
‘The Fed’ was established
six decades ago.

Sixty Years On

Joffe-Jankelowitz
Insurance Services

Mark: mark@egoz-insu.co.il; Harold: harold@egoz-insu.co.il

Tel: 03-9292793/4 Fax: 03-9292733

David Kaplan
Editor



Focus On Telfed

Compiled by Telfed Staff

Election for Telfed
Executive
By Dave Bloom, Chairman of the
Constitutional Committee
Jonathan Bloom, who arrived
with his wife Lauren and
their three children on the
recent flight from South
Africa, proudly displays their
new identity cards. (see olim
update page 9)

Exciting News for New Immigrants
New immigrants to Israel (olim) and returning expatriates will enjoy a ten-year exemption from Israeli taxes
on foreign assets and on any income generated abroad.
This is just one of the key measures passed by the Knesset
recently when it voted into law, a far-reaching tax reform
bill aimed at promoting immigration. The unprecedented tax
breaks apply to all new immigrants and returning Israelis
who arrived in the country as of January 1, 2007
In addition to a ten-year tax exemption for all income
generated outside Israel - including salaries, passive income
and capital gains - the new law includes numerous and
very favourable reforms to the Tax Code.
For further information visit the Telfed website.



After a thorough review of
Telfed’s bye-laws to ensure
compliance with current
Israeli legislation, the Telfed
Executive recently ratified
a new set of ‘Rules and
Regulations’ mainly governing its structure and electoral
process. Amongst some of
the key changes are wider
representation by Regional
Committees, more options
for co-opting suitable persons,
a new and simpler electoral
process and an Annual General
Meeting (AGM) required by
company law.
Please read the flyer in this
issue of Telfed Magazine. It
explains how you, as a defined
‘eligible Southern African’, can
nominate up to six members of
the community to sit on what is
now called the Telfed Executive
Council (Exco). These nomina-

Focus on Telfed
the participants to be in charge
of their own grocery collection project from beginning
to end.”
Moblizing Youth:
Young volunteers
in Telfed’s Lev
Le’raev food
project.

tions will be brought before an
AGM to be held in early 2009
at which the re-instated forum
of Telfed Members will elect
the nominees.
The new set of ‘Rules and
Regulations’ is available for
viewing at Telfed’s offices in
Raanana.
This is YOUR opportunity
to ensure a voice on Telfed’s
next Executive Council. You
are urged to send in your
nominations at the earliest
opportunity.

Telfed’s Food Project
Update
Although the collections
from the food bins placed
strategically around Ra’anana
were substantial, “the amounts
received did not quite reach
anticipated levels due to a
general tightening in the economy,” said Max Grunberg,
who spearheads Telfed’s Lev

Le‘raev food project.
Most encouraging was the
increase of “youngsters who
have become active in the food
drives throughout the community. Two examples are the
members of the Shivtei Yisrael
youth group and the students of
the Ra’anana Hesder Yeshiva.
They both undertook doorto-door campaigns to collect
groceries.”
A new program recently
launched, says Max is the
Kids4Food club. While primarily aimed at collecting groceries for the needy, “the project
also serves as an educational
learning experience, teaching
youngsters responsibility, charity and caring for those less
fortunate than themselves.”
The club requires members
– all children between the
ages of 5 and 15 – to collect
grocery items once a month
from family members, friends
and neighbours. “It empowers

Telfed Banks on
Education
Reports Adele Bassin, Chairperson
of the Endowment & Scholarships
Committee.

A generous endowment from
Bank Hapoalim Raanana, enabled Telfed to award scholarships to four deserving
candidates. At a moving ceremony at the Telfed office in
July, Orit Nagar, manager
of Bank Hapoalim’s Raanana
branch, explained how proud
the bank was to contribute to
the successful futures of young
people.
The E&S committee screened
and identified the candidates,
each one showing need and
the determination to succeed. During

Telfed Director Sidney
Shapiro presents a
scholarship.



Rabco

property management

& consultants ltd.

Jack Rabin

• Property Consultants
• Property Portfolio Management

Focus on Telfed
neighborhood in
Netanya.

Darso , b o r n

in Ethiopia, is
the 11th and
Toyota Towers, Yigal Alon St. Tel Aviv
youngest child
POB 20395, Tel Aviv 61203
of a family that
Tel: 03-624-1718 Fax: 03-624-1798
made aliya 10
years ago. He is
the moving ceremony, each
currently studying at the prerecipient told his or her story.
army academy (mechinah) in
Telfed chairman Maish
Kiryat Malachi. This mehinah
Isaacson and the writer spoke
was set up for boys who would
of how Telfed had made suphave had little chance of being
port for education a prioraccepted into good units in
ity, regarding the granting of
the army or pursuing a higher
scholarships as one of the most
education.
important tools for advancing
Dalya from Haifa, whose father
Israeli society, particularly
is South African, is studying art
among immigrant children.
therapy and hopes to work in
We expressed the hope that
rehabilitation after she graduTelfed and Bank Hapoalim
ates. She has had to support
would walk “hand in hand”
herself since she completed her
over the years to come, assistarmy service. It was extremely
ing those that choose Israel as
difficult for her to fund her
their home.
studies and this scholarship
Our recipients:
has been her lifeline.

Avital, born on Kibbutz Yizreel
to a South African parent is
studying Industrial Engineering
at the Ruppin College. She
works to support herself and
pays for her tuition while
studying full time. Prior to
her army service, she served
for a year doing community
service in an underprivileged



Telfed awards 500 - 600
scholarships annually.

Ella, an immigrant from the
former Soviet Union who lives
in Beer Sheva, is studying education at the Achva College in
the south. When she completed
her service in the navy she used
her post-army grant to pay for
her first year of studies. Now
in her second year, she works
to pay for her studies.

REGIONAL ROUNDUP
Reports Dorron Kline

Jerusalem
T h e Te l f e d J e r u s a l e m
Regional Committee held a
Midsummer Braai at the home
of Mandy and Ivan Noik
attended by some 60 Southern
Africans. Milling about on the

Southern Africans enjoying
themselves at the midsummer
braai in Jerusalem.

green lawn enjoying the pleasant mixture of good food and
good company were some of
the new immigrants who had
arrived on the Group Flight
from South Africa.
Adding to the entertain-

10 Kikar Haatzmaut, Netanya; Tel: 09-8607000, Fax 09-8620719

Winter Specials for Nov/Dec
• SOUTH AFRICA:

For Your Travel
Requirements,
Wherever, Whenever...

Johannesburg/Capetown: $1059

• LONDON: airfare from $670
• ZURICH: airfare from $610

Call Hilary Kaplan at:

(Prices include all taxes and fuel charges)

“YOUR TRAVEL EXPERTS”

09-7672404
050-5372522

Contact: NIEL BOBROV: 09-8607001

hildav@netvision.net.il

ment, there was a Jerusalem/SA
trivia quiz hosted by Trevor
Solomons.

Hod Hasharon
“Not only are we helping needy Israelis, but also
needy refugees the African
continent,” said Nechama
Keynan, Chairperson of
the Telfed Hod Ha’Sharon
Regional Committee.
Almost 300 industrial sized
bags of clothes, household
items, bedding, toys, toiletries and dried food was collected recently by the Telfed
Hod Ha’Sharon Regional
Committee who partnered

Focus on Telfed

Bnei Brit and the organization
for poverty relief Pitchon Lev
to help Israelis and the Darfur
refugees living in the Tel Aviv

area.

“This is the first time that
Pitchon Lev has partnered
with a specific immigrant community in Israel
to help with poverty relief in Tel
Aviv,” said the Aid
Nechama Keynan Centre’s Manager,
(l), chairperson Tal Eisenbaum.
of the Telfed “We hope that this
Hod Ha’Sharon will be an ongoing
Regional
partnership with
Committee and
South African Telfed and look
Olah volunteer, forward to the
Edna Savitz, other Oleh organistacking one of zations following
the 300 bags
this example.”
destined for
Darfur refugees.



Picking for Sderot

Focus on Telfed

In Yitzchak Kachlon’s eggplant field: l-r:
Jodi Nafte, Hadas Kline, Dorron Kline,
Hayley Rabie and Nicole Lowenstein

Netanya
The good news is that the
Netanya Regional Committee
has been re-established. Its
new Chairman is Cecil Shevil
and one of the Committee’s
Telfed Chairman Maish
Isaacson addressing the
Netanya community.

first initiatives was “Mivtzah
Jason”, a project to supply gift
parcels to Southern African
lone soldiers in the IDF. The
project has been named in
honour of Jason Bernstein
(z’l) who passed away earlier
this year at the age of 33 and
who at the time was Chairman
of Tzair Balev, Telfed’s Young
Olim Committee. “Nineteen

parcels were sent to young
soldiers on the eve of Rosh
Hashana,” reported Cecil.

Tel Aviv
An exemplary way for
former Southern Africans to
have started the New Year
was “doing our bit for Sderot,”
said Hayley Rabie, Acting
Chairperson of the Telfed Tel
Aviv Regional Committee.

Following on from the
successful partnership last
year between the Telfed Beit
Shemesh Regional Committee
and Table to Table (T2T),
the Telfed Tel Aviv Regional
Committee brought a minibus
of volunteers to Yitzchak
Kachlon’s fields near Kfar
Saba, where they picked over
700 kgs of eggplant and tomatoes. T2T had prepared another
2.5 tons of food and together
with the bus of SA volunteers,
made the two hour journey to
Sderot, where the food was
distributed by the municipality to needy families. “While
my brother grows vegetables
for Woolworths in Gauteng,
I prefer to donate from my
crops to the needy in Israel,”
says Yitchak.

TELFED - People on the Move
New ChairpersonsSylvia Duran (ctr) with
SpanishCommittee
Ambassador
Neil Kaye – Chairman,the
Fundraising
and his wife.
Ruth Omsky – Chairman, National Events Committee
Cecil Shevil – Chairman, Netanya Regional Committee
Margo Sugarman – Chairman, PR Committee
Adam Segal and Jeremy Lipshitz – joint chairmen, Young
Olim Committee
•Telfed welcomes

Nava Lapid

as its new Financial

Comptroller, taking over from Michael Benkovitz.



Focus on Telfed
Olim Update
Reports Naomi Heim
Telfed is in constant contact with all its new olim,
whether through the office
or the members of the Telfed
klitah team. Services include
aliyah and job counselling,
social services and cultural
activities. When not visiting
olim, Susan Sharon, Telfed’s
aliya counsellor is answering
their questions daily on the
telephone.
The strategy has included
revitalizing Regional
Committees to welcome the
new olim and integrate them
into their new environment.
This has been undertaken with
passion and warmth as more

and more volunteers have
come forward to help.

Modiin

Bet Shemesh
T h e Te l f e d R e g i o n a l
Committee in Bet Shemesh
has set up a “gemach” for
the olim. They have rented a
warehouse and have an ongoing supply of beds, cupboards,
tables, chairs and other basic
necessities required to set
up a temporary home for

Modiin provides three meals
a day over an initial period of
five days. Olim in the Dirat
Kelet have their refrigerators stocked and their apartments professionally cleaned,
all paid for by Telfed. All
continued on page 10
requests for
Licensed tour guide
assistance are
handled by
Tour Israel with Martin Stein,
either Cheree
former South African and licensed tour guide
Albucher
•Bar Mitzvah Tours
(Misrad
•History and Archaeological Tours
HaKlitah) or
•Tailor made tours to fit your needs and requests
our regional
committee
Contact me at: Martin Stein
of volunteers
Licensed Tour Guide & Special Events Planner,
M.A.,Tourism & Hospitality Management, Jerusalem
led by Renee
tel: 972-2-5703565; cell: 972-54-5749611;
Penn.
tel/fax: 972-25703565; msteintours@gmail.com


Focus on Telfed

Telfed Regional Committee representatives:
•Ashkelon: Rene Weinberg, weinrene@inter.net.il
•Be’er Sheva: David Conroy, conroyd@icl-ip.com
•Beit Shemesh: Jonny Klompas, jonaliz55@yahoo.com
•Eilat: Fonda Dubb, clavenski@yahoo.com
•Galilee: Arnie Friedman, arn_peg@yizrael.org.il
•Haifa: Noga Lewis, nogalewis@gmail.com
•Hod HaSharon: Nechama Keynan, chamele1@bezeqint.net
•Jerusalem: Dori Braude, doribraude@hotmail.com
•Kfar Saba: Janine Gelley, djgelley@smile.net.il
•Modi’in: Renee Penn, pennr@bezeqint.net
•Netanya: Cecil Shevil, shevil@bezeqint.net
•Rishon Le’Tzion: Beryl Schmidt, berylschmidt@gmail.com
•Tel Aviv: Hayley Rabie, hayley@fullstopinteriors.co.za
•Ra’anana: Barry Hack, hackbc@013.net
the olim. In cases where an
immigrant’s apartment is not
ready - as was the case with
a substantial number of olim
on the first flight - the committee members find temporary
apartments or take them in
themselves. The families are
assisted through every phase
of their klitah, including help
in finding schools and kindergartens for the children.

Ra’anana & Kfar Saba
The committees of Ra’anana
(covering Herzliya and Netanya)
and Kfar Saba offer constant
attention to the olim. Olim are
invited for Shabbatot, accompanied to shul, and assisted
with the administrative side of
their klitah. Susan arranged for
a bank in Ra’anana to open at
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Our long-standing community in Haifa has also come
to the fore and is taking upon
itself the challenge of klitah
kehilatit. On kibbutzim and
in outlying regions, South
African families have been
found to adopt the newcomers.
(See community projects, pg. 12)

Young Olim - Sharon Area

a special time for the olim to
open their accounts.

Jerusalem

Haifa

The Telfed Young Olim
Committee recently held a
get-together and braai in the
Herzliya Park for the 18-30
year-olds which was enjoyed
by all.

After School Project

The Regional Committee of
Jerusalem organised a coffee
Having difficulty with your
morning, sponsored by Telfed, homework due to language
so that the new olim could meet barrier? If so, join Telfed’s
each other and the members new After-School Special
of the committee. This was Project. Bring your homefollowed by a BBQ evening work to Telfed’s Moadon,
with vatikim, also
ground floor at 19
Do you need some
sponsored by Telfed.
Schwartz Street,
help with your
Hebrew homework?
Maggie Baruch is
there to help.

Raanana, where
Maggie Baruch,
Telfed’s new BatSherut Leumi
(National Service
volunteer) will
assist you. This
will take place
three days a week

Focus on Telfed
(days to be decided), between
2:00 pm- 4:00pm.

Telfed on Tour

The After-School Special is
aimed at children of the ages
7-12 (Elementary School“Yesodi” Years). If you are
interested, please call the office
at 09- 7446110 ext. 205 and
ask for Maggie or e-mail to
maggie@telfed.org.il

A new project connecting Telfed with
the Southern African community
nationally is to take the organization
on tour.

The first meeting was held in
Netanya where over
100 Southern
Africans
recently attended
a memorable

Larry Butchins
performing.

evening as part of Telfed’s
60th Anniversary Celebrations.
As part of the entertainment,
Larry Butchins enacted
the part of a small-town

Telfed on Tour, continued on page 12

Prasworthy
• Telfed’s PRAS community project successfully completed its 6th year of operation assisting some 125
Southern African families since its inception. The nature of the program is that students, in receipt of
an extra Telfed scholarship, provide supervised community service that could take the form of assisting
new immigrants with their Hebrew, youngsters with their homework or school assignments, being a
‘big brother or sister’ to children of single working parents or assisting the lonely and disabled elderly
in the community. “Not only does it assist the recipients of the service in our
community, but it inculcates in our youth the values of caring for those in need
within our society,” says Tzippi Katz, Telfed’s PRAS coordinator. “We continue
to receive positive feedback and have received
left: Tzippi Katz, Telfed’s
numerous letters and calls during the year thanking
PRAS project coordinator.
us for this wonderful service.” •
below: PRAS recipients
meeting in Telfed boardroom.
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Telfed on Tour, continued from page 11
Afrikaner pastor from the
writings of Herman Charles
Bosman. Organized by Ruth
Omsky, newly appointed
Chairperson of the National
Events Committee, Telfed
Director Sidney Shapiro presented an illuminating history
of Telfed since its inception
in 1948. The next ‘Telfed on
Tour’ will travel to Haifa in
November.’

Companions’ Courses
Telfed recently launched
its 5th course to train companions for the elderly. Held
in Raanana and Herzliya, 12
people participated. “There
is a growing demand for caregivers, and graduates of the
course find much satisfaction
in working in this field,” says
Sharon Bernstein, Telfed’s
coordinator of the project.
The course was run by Cecily
Hack and Harriet Unruh.

Employment
Sharon Bernstein heads
the Telfed job-matching
service. She assists new olim
and vatikim to find work
through networking with the
Southern African commu-
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nity, employment agencies
and the internet. In addition,
should the need arise, olim are
offered a consultation with
Danny Blumberg, a Human
Resources professional, at no
personal charge. Employment
opportunities are sought for
people in such varied fields as
the hi-tech industry, caregiving, sales, bookkeeping, film
production, interior design
and human resources.
Sharon appeals to all
South Africans who hear
of job vacancies to contact
her: info@telfed.org.il or
(09)7446110.

COMMUNITY PROJECTS
Reports Dorron Kline

Haifa
The Ministry of Absorption
has approved the city of Haifa
as the next Klita Kehilatit
(Community Absorption) programme for Western Olim.
This programme is an
extension of the successful
Community Absorption programme that was started by
Telfed, the Jewish Agency,
the Ministry of Absorption and
the municipality of Modi’in.
Klita Kehilatit provides added
absorption benefits to new

immigrants, such as: extra
rental subsidies, extra Hebrew
Ulpan hours, subsidized educational and cultural activities
as well as a project manager
within the city municipality
who personally looks after
the needs of the Olim.
The Haifa Klita Kehilatit
programme is officially due to
start within weeks. For further
information www.haifa.muni.
il/aliya

First Home in the Homeland
The first three South African
families arrived in October on
the Bayit Rishon B’Moledet
(BRB) programme to Kibbutz
Afikim in the Galilee. This is a
unique six month to one year
programme within a kibbutz
framework.
The key elements to successful absorption - learning
Hebrew and finding employment - are integrated into this
“soft landing” programme.
BRB was established with
the best kibbutz life has to
offer. Apart from the Galilee,
prospective Southern African
olim are looking at BRB
options in the Negev, notably in Mashabei Sadeh and
Revivim.
•

Nuptials
We apologise for the
incorrect insertion in the
June issue of Telfed of the
groom’s surname. It should
have read David Miller
(and not Tebetchnik) who
married Amira Meron of
Petach Tikva.

Daniella daughter of Marcelle & Eddie Weiss
& granddaughter of Ruth & Jack Trappler
married Amit Kleinmann son of Shlomit & Avi
of Kfar Saba.

Shahar, son of Sonia and Oscar Solomon of Kibbutz
Naan and grandson of the late Joyce and Sydney
Solomon of Paarl, married Marina, daughter of Yana
and Yefim Urich
of Ashkelon

Boaz, son of Shimon and Michal
Rabin of Kadima and grandson of
Esme and Jack Rabin and Honie
and Rose Rosenberg, married Inbal,
daughter of Yaffa and Avi Saadon of
Even Yehuda.

Mazal
Tov!
Wendy, daughter of
Rael and Ruti Kolnick, married Avishai
Hadad of Moshav Yarchiv.
Galit, daughter of
Michelle & Russell
Kibel of Eilat,
married Shachaf,
son of Arjeh and
the late Sarah
Tandet of Moshav
Amikam.

Michal, daughter
of Ros and Daniel
Klug of Ra’anana,
married Asaf, son
of Carmela and Itzik
Galanti of Ma’aleh
Adumim.
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Art Scene
OLYMPIAN ART

What do Pamela Silver, Basil Frank and Debbie Kampel have in common
besides being former Southern Africans, artists and living in the greater
Jerusalem area?
They were the only Israelis to exhibit their work at the prestigious Olympic Fine Arts 2008 in Beijing organised
by the Olympic Committee, the Organising Committee of the 29th Olympiad and the Ministry of Culture of The
People’s Republic of China.
The theme of the exhibit was “One World, One Dream”. Following a world tour in the wake of the Games that
will run through to 2010, the art will finally be on permanent exhibit in a new museum being built in Beijing
to commemorate their hosting of the Olympics.

Fire, Mud and Water

•
A former Zimbabwean,
Pamela Silver submitted a large oil entitled
Faces Looking to Peace.
Selecting this work was
easy. She recalls “a
frenetic knock on her
front door some time
ago.” People outside her
Motza home were shouting “Forest fire, quick,
we have to evacuate.” I
grabbed a painting and
ran. That same day I received the notice
of acceptance to exhibit at the Olympics. I
looked at the painting I had fled out of the
house with - Faces Looking to Peace!” An
arresting colourful work, “I felt it captured
the collective appeal of ordinary people, of
all nationalities for peace. Is this not what
the Olympic Games strives for?”
14

Pamela Silver

•
Former Capetonian Basil Frank submitted
an integrated two-piece photo-work entitled
‘Co-existence’. “The first half was of me covered in Dead Sea mud from head to toe, the
other of an archer aiming his bow and arrow.”
While the latter could be seen as emblematic

by David Kaplan

of a warrior, “I
portray him
as a competitor, where an
instrument
of war is elevated to sport
equipment.”
The Dead
Sea mud,
renowned
for its healing
qualities, is a
metaphor for
the Olympiad
which brings the nations of the world together
seeking ‘Co-existence’ through spirited
competition.
Basil enjoys crossing lines - from painting
to sculpture to photography - assembling and
synthesizing diverse materials encapsulating
the traditional and the modern in his unique
creations.

•

So too with Debbie’s entry for the
Olympic exhibition - a large oil selected
from her series of swimmers viewed
from beneath the surface of the water.
Like the drivers of the trucks in her
earlier work, the swimmers enjoy anonymity - their faces are not seen, only
their legs. Nevertheless their personalities radiate, projected
to the viewer by other
non-facial factors.
“Water is a unifying force demanding
of all who enter its
realm to behave in
a certain manner. It
Basil Frank
demands co-operation with others as well as a respect with the
forces of nature.”
While her painting depicts older ladies
in an exercise class or possibly performing
water ballet, “it transcends age to focus on
the concept of togetherness - the Spirit of
the Olympics.

Telfed Magazine ran a story on Debbie
Kampel from Alon Shvut some years ago
when she painted a series of oils on
commercial trucks plying the roads
in Gush Etzion. Looking beyond these
vehicles as mere impersonal machines,
Debbie depicted them having personalities impacting on the landscape no
less than the people that inhabit the
region.

Debbie Kampel
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In The Mail

Chaim Chait,
(rt) with Bolly
Malin and
Stanley Kaplan,
step out of the
bus for a short
break en route
south during
the War of
Independence.

Timorim - More Views
Dear Editor,             
I was both amused and amazed at
many of the distorted facts in the history of Timorim and take off my hat
to Zmira Schwabsky, Issy Egdal and
others who took the trouble to rectify the
mistaken version!   The hardly mentioned
Rumanians and Poles (young Holocaust
survivors) were equally involved in
the establishment of the Kibbutz. They
were recruited by the Hanoar Hatzioni
movement. My husband Ariye Fuchs on
graduating from Magdiel Agricultural
school, formed a garin and together
with the chevra from Kfar Glickson plus
a group of Sabras (Avremele Cohen,
Dundy Helwitz and a few others) joined
the South Africans at Ein Sara and as
Issy Egdal mentioned, endured many
hardships and dangers.
I agree with Joe Woolf that the Chait
brothers were special people. Chaim
lost his life serving his country and
Max contributed greatly to the success
of Kibbutz Kfar Hanassi in the Upper
Galilee until his untimely death.
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They were responsible for the first solar
water-heaters called Miromit (the name
was suggested by Aubrey Hodes) which
is Timorim spelt backwards.

Batsheva (Sybil) Fuchs, Ramat Gan
Ed note. Chaim Chait, who arrived in Palestine
on the famed Drom Afrika 1, was tragically killed
in September 1951 when his parachute became
entangled with the tail of the plane.

A Familiar Landscape
Dear Editor,
I enjoyed the interesting article in the
June issue of Telfed Magazine - A New
Landscape - The Status of South African
Art.’ It took me back to my schooldays
during the 1940s at Pretoria Boys High
School when I
was privileged to
study art under
the celebrated
Walter Battiss
and when Maggie
Laubscher, Irma
Stern and Jacob
Pierneef were
by Irma Stern
painting. I saw
many of their works at exhibitions in Pretoria as part of our studies.
I wish to point out one small error
- Irma Stern was taught by the great
German Expressionist Max Pechstein
(1881-1955) and not Max Perlstein.

Jeff Geffen, Ashdod

Aliyah of the Torah
Dear Editor
Some months back we welcomed a new
immigrant to Israel, who was accompanied
by the rabbi of the country communities in
Southern Africa, Moshe Zilberhaft.
The new oleh - a sefer torah - travelled
from the community of Messina to the
Orthopaedic Rehabilitation Center at
Tel Hashomer Hospital,
following an appeal to
Telfed by my husband
Mike Heim, the Centre’s
Senior Deputy Director
where weekly services
Rabbi Zilbershaft had been held without
a sefer torah.
In the care of Rabbi Zilberhaft are some
51 sifrei torah which circulate within
the Southern African Community. This
particular sefer torah awaited a special
mission and so it was, wrapped in a tallith, this precious new immigrant arrived
to provide spiritual sustenance needed by
the soldiers who spend so many months
in rehabilitation. Mike had explained to
Rabbi Zilberhaft that two rehabilitated
soldiers spend every Rosh Hashanah and
every Yom Kippur conducting the services
in the small shul in which this gift from
Messina will be housed.
Those of you who every travelled from
SA to Rhodesia will always remember
passing through Messina on the way!

Naomi Heim, Hod Hasharon
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 מיטלנדMEATLAND

the “MEATING” place for more than just real meat

Food is Flowing Again!!
Our enlarged shop and enormous kitchen has reopened
after alterations. Besides our kitchen producing meat,
parve and fish items, we have now added a dairy section.
We have also enlarged our catering service, now run by
Debbie Sandler. She is available for all your catering needs
and can be contacted at
Debbie 052 4642380
Herbie 052 4741301

“for more than just great food.”
Don’t forget your biltong, droëwors, boerewors
and “PIELAND” meat pies.
1 Bar Ilan Street
Corner Ahuza
Traffic light no. 8
Raanana

TEL: 09-7410881
FAX: 09-7423142
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Cover Story
Evan and Andrea
Gordon with their
three children.

ISRAEL
OF

GOLD

“South African takes Gold at Beijing... Until security caught him at the gate.”
While this joke - popular in the immediate aftermath of the Olympiad - took a swipe at
South Africa’s failure to win a solitary medal, it was no less a sad commentary on how
crime today defines that nation’s culture.
by David Kaplan

Is optimism in the country’s future on the wane? Does this explain the recent resurgence
in emigration and increased immigration to Israel?
2008 is proving to be a bumper year of aliya from South Africa with close to a hundred
immigrants having arrived on a historic flight in July, to be followed by another this
coming December. The July flight was highly profiled in the local media with a special
ceremony at the Western Wall.
Telfed Magazine speaks to some of these new olim, many
of them young adults.
Thirty year-old Eli Kramer from Johannesburg has landed a
plum job at MYS Architects, one of Israel’s largest architectural
firms. Eli is fluent in Hebrew having spent his formative years
at school in Israel. “My parents had made aliya but returned
to South Africa when I was a teenager.”
Having not visited Israel in some 14
years, “I was bowled over by the Tel
Aviv skyline.” The architecture which
he describes as “post-modern” is an amalgam of “diverse styles but nevertheless reflec-

Eli Kramer with his father in Johannesburg before making aliya.
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tive of local art, culture and climate.”
Having specialised in Johannesburg in
commercial architecture, Eli says “I get
such a kick out of what is happening here.
It’s so exciting
and I want to
Jonny Katz and Taryn Baker with her baby Gavriel.		
be part of it.”
Of his erstwhile Jewish
community in
Johannesburg
he describes it
“as gilded ghettoes. They have
a good life but
for me - too insular and boring.”
Eli does not expect to see “many of
them running here, except the younger
generation who can adjust. If you have
to work to live in a new society you have
to speak the local language and work at
being absorbed into its culture.”
For thirty-four year old Bella Simon,
an accountant currently studying Hebrew
at Ulpan Etzion in Jerusalem, it was “less
about the situation in SA and more of
wanting to live in Israel.”
So what’s the big attraction?
“Great opportunities in the hitech sector, the vibe and living
in a Jewish state.”
Expounding on the latter,
Bella says that “I feel less
pressured here about my
Nolan Goldfein steps off plane.
Judaism. One does not
have to constantly justify
or explain one’s position on Kashrut
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Lara Almog steps off the plane.

or Shabbat. Being Jewish in one’s own
country, one is free to define one’s own
boundaries.”
After ulpan, where would Bella like to
settle down? “Tel Aviv - that’s where the
action is - professionally and socially.”
What does she find strikingly different
to South Africa? She replied, “South
Africans are so reserved. Israelis, on
the other hand, are so vocal and loud.
Whatever they think, they want the whole
world to hear about it.”
Not coming on aliya would have been
unthinkable to 24 year-old Hayley Sevitz,
a qualified school teacher from Cape
Town. Her older sister Belinda was the
first to make aliya, while her youngest is
shortly to follow. Their younger brother
cannot be too far behind - he is currently
on the Bnei Akiva MTA programme at
Yeshivat Etzion on Alon Shvut. “To be
honest, and I know it’s going to sound
clichéd, but I could not see myself living
anywhere else. Our childhood revolved
around Israel. Bnei Akiva was my life - I
went to all the camps and seminars.”
Where does she plan on settling after
ulpan? “I’ll start off in Jerusalem.”
While “Making aliya straight after high
school has been pretty daunting,” says

Plumber
Zoe Karbe, “the atmosphere and culture
here is unbelievable. It hits you as you
leave your front door.” A far cry from
her former Johannesburg, she stresses
how “safe” she feels. “There have been
times that I have walked to a store and
forgotten to lock my apartment door and
not bothered about it.”
Zoe is volunteering at a children’s
camp in Beit Shemesh, through Partnership 2000.
Jonathan Bloom, who has rented an
apartment in Raanana with his wife and
three young children, highlights more
the positive in Israel than the negative
in South Africa as reasons for their aliya.
“Things have really picked up here - the
economy, standard of living and low rate
of unemployment.” He also cites “the
social responsibility of a government to
its people” and proudly proclaims “This
is a country whose future we want to be
part of.” With a background in computers and a wife who is an accountant,
the Blooms plan to buy an apartment
in Raanana.
Asked whether he believed many
more Jews would follow, Jonathan was
pessimistic for two reasons.

24-hour express service
•Expert in locating and
repairing leaks
•Bathroom renovations

Telephones
(direct)

•

050-5308104

•
•Installation of hot water
boiler systems and
(09)7749016
geysers
crime, the response is “high walls, electronic surveillance, security guards and
patrols. There is no end to the ingenuity
in dealing with the situation if money is
no problem.”
“A far greater obstacle,” asserts
Jonathan “is the Jewish leadership,
particularly the rabbinate.”
While acknowledging that they are
pro-Israel “they are not pro-aliya, far
from it. The rabbis are forever coming
out with public statements and preaching
that South Africa is good country
and that one can live a fulfilling
life there as a Jew.”
He believes “there is a clear
rabbinical policy to encourage
their congregants to stay.”

Firstly “we have to recognize Lauren Bloom holding her toddler. The Blooms plan to buy an aparement in Ra’anana.
that despite the negatives in South
Africa, Jews generally are finanNot so for Gabi Shain who was the
cially very comfortable. This enables
rabbi of the JLC (Jewish Learning Center)
them to adjust to each and every crisis
in Milnerton, a coastal suburb in Cape
that arises. When there were the power
Town prior to making aliya with his wife
outages, they bought generators. If there
and three young daughters. The Shains
is a problem with the quality of the water
who have moved to Beit Shemesh lived
they will buy purifiers.” And as for the
in Israel for fours years before Gabi’s
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posting as a rabbi in Cape Town and
“are happy to return home. Ironically,
we feel far more secure in Israel,” and
asserts that “As Jews, this is the most
enriching place to live.”
He is hoping that “our aliya will
influence others” in his former community.

Young South African olim.

The Gordon family, Evan, Andrea
and their three youngsters are renting
in Raanana, waiting to move into their
purchased apartment in central Ra’anana.
Evan, a member of
Habonim in his youth
says today he subscribes
to Bnei Akiva ideology
and defines himself as a
“Religious Zionist”. He

Yehuda Goldstuck with fellow

home.”
“If I daven each morning during shacharit appealing to Hashem ‘to gather
in the dispersed from the four corners
of the world’, how could we leave
South Africa and move elsewhere in the
Golah (Diaspora)? How can one ask of
Hashem one thing and then personally
do another?”

On the questions raised by Jonathan
Bloom regarding the South African
rabbinate, Evan feels - noting from his
Hayley Sevitz, seen at the Kinneret, studying at Ulpan Etzion in Jerusalem own experience - that “the rabbis in
private may well support aliya, although
in public they will refrain from this.”
views their family’s aliya as “a return
The
reason “is their fear of decimafrom long exile. We have returned

TELFED ON HAND
“This is a very exciting period for Telfed and we are well prepared,” says Telfed Director Sidney Shapiro. While he concedes that
Telfed had a much larger staff during the previous major waves of aliya from South Africa, “today we are far more professional. We
have a permanent social worker on our staff, an employment division and have increased and upgraded our regional committees
throughout the country who, together with their volunteers, are shouldering much of the workload.”
Today, the olim are not gravitating to one or two areas as in the past “but to a wide range of locations. While Raanana still
remains popular, there is a new surge to Mod’iin, Beit Shemesh and Jerusalem. We have families of all ages, secular as well as
religious, students, those going into the army and seniors. As I said - very exciting!”
Sidney assures that the office is in continuous contact with the new olim and “they all know we are only a phone call away.”
He can verify this: “The phones at our office never stop ringing.”

For a detailed update on the new olim, see the Focus on Telfed on page 9.

Shai Gurevich from Johannesburg currently studying Hebrew at Ulpan Etzion in Jerusalem.
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tion of their communities.
Crime is fueling emigration generally and many
Jews will leave in the
next five years. The rabbis
South African immigrants.
are afraid of this and are
downplaying the gravity
of the situation to stem the
tide and save their communities.”
Far better, surmises Evan, if the rabbis
harnessed their talents to encourage their
communities “to move to Israel.”
Another young family who felt uncomfortable raising a family in crime-ridden
South Africa was the Perls, Anthony
and Simone, who have moved with their
children to the scenic town of Zichron
Yaakov. Simone who is a law graduate
- her husband a property developer - fell
in love with the town from their first visit.
She cites the “natural beauty, the layout
of the town with its charming cobbled
streets and historic buildings and the
friendliness of the local residents. This
is an old town with young people; very
exciting.”

Saw the Light

RELIABLE RENOVATIONS
Philip Symon, always the perfectionist,
brings you the latest techniques for
upgrading, refurbishing and maintaining
your property.
For over twenty years Philip Symon has
been synonymous with reliability and
expertise.
Join his long list of satisfied clients and
bring a touch of class to your home.
Call today for free advise and/or quotes.
(054)4315005, philip_symon@hotmail.com
aspect of his lifestyle hardly improved.
“I was constantly paranoid about being
car-jacked and like everybody else, drove
through red robots late
at night.”
The power outages
were the last straw and
indicative “of where the
country is going.” He
cites the number of occa-

A law graduate from Johannesburg,
24 year-old Shai Gurevich is currently
at Ulpan Etzion in Jerusalem. He visited
Israel last year on an Ohr Sameach tour
and made his decision. “I did not enjoy
Next to the Western Wall, at the welcoming ceremony for the olim.
growing up as a teenager in Joburg
because of all the restrictions and
sions “that I had to stay in the car outside
curfews imposed on me by my parents.
my home during an outage because it
My folks had to take and fetch me all the
was impossible to open our electric gate.
time.” And then as an adult, he felt this
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Sometimes as long as two hours!”
Shai had had enough. “Here I feel
part of the human race. I enjoy jogging through the parks
in Jerusalem and seeing
people. There are young
and old and they are talking, screaming, laughing, singing, playing and
jogging. It may sound

strange, but you just don’t see people
outside in Joburg. I feel so alive here.”
Telfed Klitah Counsellor, Susan
Sharon would
not disagree.

Following a
Jewish Agencysponsored visit to
South Africa earlier this year, she
astutely observed
Chairman of the Jewish Agency, Zeev Bielski, joins the Ramatayim Choir as it welcomes Southern African
on her r eturn
olim at the Western Wall. Choirmaster and former South African Richard Shavei Tzion on the left.
“Johannesburg is
a city of fear - you
never see children in the streets. No mothers pushing prams like in Israel.”

MNET AND
SATELLITE TV

Don’t be fooled
By the size of the ad.
Get the best service
Call the
From the most reliable
American
Technician:
In the business

Meir Levmore

050-7207010
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car and house insurance

- English Summary medical and life insurance

countrywide (09)862-4824
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But it is not only the younger generation making aliya. Evan Gordon’s mother,
Renette, who had never been to Israel
before, accompanied her son’s family on
the July historic flight. “She found it difficult at first trying to find her feet” says
son Evan “but is now happy and settled.”
And Ronnie Elkaim, who at seventyfive reveals “I had been making aliya
for the last 50 years.” Her late husband
was Israeli who “hankered all the time
to return.” She has moved into the retirement village Ahuzat Poleg, increasingly
popular amongst the English-speaking
community.
“Once I get the car, I shall have to
learn to drive here and that to me is rather
daunting – but I’ll do it.”
At least she will not have to fear being
car-jacked and then again nor will she be
permitted to drive through “red robots”
at night!

THINKING OF TRAVELLING?
Contact IAN WALDBAUM Tel. 09-7744235
who will help you personally in your home.
Tickets will be delivered to you.
PHONE DAY OR NIGHT FOR EFFICIENT SERVICE
Companion fare to

JOHANNESBURG FROM

		

$455

Book now for December, January & Pesach to avoid disappointment
BIG DISCOUNTS ON SAA INTERNAL FLIGHTS, HOTELS & CAR HIRE,
KRUGER PARK, VICTORIA FALLS & GARDEN ROUTE

NEW YORK !! From $399
AUSTRALIA !! From $1180
* Charters to London & Europe from $349
* USA at low discounted fares plus Vusa & add ons
* Packages to Barcelona & Italy from $399
* Australia & New Zealand from $1180
* 3, 4 or 7-day flights or packages to Greek Islands,
Cyprus, Prague & Turkey from, $319
* Senior citizen discount fares to most places

CRUISES:
“Early bird”
discounts on
all cruises:
Alaska, Fjords,
Europe,
Mediterranean

CRUISE SPECIALS - 6 nights, Ft. Lauderdale, Bahamas from $320
7 nights: Miami/Rotan/Belize/Cozumel/Stirrup Cay/Miami from $299
Med cruises, Fjords, Venice to Barcelona, Alaska, Caribbean and other
specials on request!!
NEW SPECIAL!!! HAVING GUESTS TO RA’ANANA AREA? HOLIDAY UNIT BED/SIT
FOR SHORT TERM RENTALS. Call IAN 09-7744235
Before you phone the airlines – for best price and service

PHONE IAN WALDBAUM

TEL: 09-7744235
FOR BUSINESS, PLEASURE OR EMERGENCY, PHONE NOW
Fares do not include Airport, Registration, Fuel or Security taxes. Subject to availability in class of ticket with airline.
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JOHANNESBURG
Abelman, Jeffrey
Almog, Lara
Amar, Chen
Baker, Jonathan, Illana, Gavriel
Ben Meir, Naama, Nativ, Amit
Benbenisti, Tidhar
Berzen, Judith
Bloom, Jonathan, Lauren, Tzvi,
Shayna, Ariella
Brandwein, Eden
Cramer, Eli
Crystal, Philip, Cheryl
Duek , David, Michelle
Ehrman, Menucha
Elkaim, Rachel
Endlin, Arnold, Zelda
Friedman, Barry
Gilhar, Lihi
Gluck, Judi
Goldfain, Nolan
Goldfoot , Zahava
Goldman, Darryl
Goldstuck, Yehouda
Gordon, Sara
Gordon, Yair
Gordon, Evan, Andrea, Samara,
Judd, Amber
Gordon, Renette
Guravich, Shai
Hill, Kiara
Hyman, Leah
Jacobson, Hanna
Josman, Leonard
Kaplan, Shira
Karbe, Wallace, Meryl
Karbe, Zoe
Katash, Sharon
Klugman, Yerachmiel
Knopp, Jonathan, Rachel
Kruger, Tamar
Lapidus, Warren
Leibowitz, Max, Yvonne
Levy , Jillian
Lurie, Bernard
Lurie, Rodney, Ethel
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New Arrivals
Markovitz, Martine
Mayer, Bradley
Mayer, Howard
Mazabow, David, Marav, Yonatan,
Naphtali, Tamar
Perl, Anthony, Simon , Terence, Gabriel
Pillemer, Brad, Nicole
Rozanski, Maayan
Rozanski, Amit
Sack, David, Natalie, Maya, Aaron
Segal, Mariel
Sevitz, Hayley
Shababo, Shmuel, Linda, Shi, Liat
Shacknofsky, Lisa, Trevor, Ariella, Gabi
Shain, Sara, Gavriel
Simon, Bella
Soffer, David, Karen, Daniella,
Dorron, Lee-El
Tchelet, Joseph, Nicole, Moshe,
Chaya, Eliezer
Weinstein, Joshua
Wolff, Mark, Karen, Liora, Nadav, Hadar
Wolfson, Saul
Wolov, Adam
CAPE TOWN
Mellnis, Thomas-Dimitri
Smiedt, Gabrielle
Chakim, Matan
Levy, David
Futerman, Dion
Eitelberg, Nathan
Simon, Thierry
Diamond, Ariella
DURBAN
Roome, Brett, Tracey, Saul, Hannah, Daniella
Azizollahoff, Evelyn
PRETORIA
Kfir, Rona
Luttig, Katarina
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Holding back
the years
A unique formula based on royal
jelly can help keep you young
in mind and spirit, says its creator
Irene Stein / Sara Lavie /

B

ack in the early
16th century there
was an Indian
legend doing the
rounds of Puerto Rico that a
magical Fountain of Youth
existed somewhere in the
environs, whose curative
powers would restore the
health and youthful vitality of
any old person who bathed in
it. An explorer Ponce de Leon
was so entranced by this myth
that he got together three huge
sailing ships and set out in
search of this supernatural
spring, braving foreign waters
and hostile locals and
eventually ending up
discovering Florida. Your
search need not be so
dramatic, for if Irene Stein is to
be believed, an elixir of youth is
available to you direct to your
doorstep – and its name is
Irena. According to Stein,
Irena is a unique formulation
that blends a myriad herbal
and natural ingredients that
work independently and
synergistically to optimize the
overall effect of the compound
on the body. The formula is
based on royal jelly, the
nourishment of the queen bee
that in itself is lauded for its
multiple health benefits and
has been used for healing in
China for centuries, and
includes among many others
Korean ginseng, known for its
energy-giving properties,
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magnesium, potassium, zinc,
an array of vitamins and
glutamic acid, which is known
to delay the aging process.
Irene Stein, who is credited
with introducing the West to
the health benefits of royal jelly
in the ‘70s, has dedicated a
lifetime to her passionate
pursuit of the benefits of royal
jelly and to creating her Irena
formula. For the better part of
30 years she has worked
closely with eminent
biochemists, herbalists and
alternative health doctors to
produce what she calls “the
ultimate health supplement –
100% natural and
non-addictive, and more
potent than anything else
currently available.”
“Throughout my entire career
with various royal jelly
formulations, and we’re talking
about more than 30 years
here, I have never had one
instance of an ill health
side-effect, from any of my
customers, who have included
celebrities, sports stars and
even the British royal family,”
says Stein. “Irena is not a cure
in itself,” she adds, “it is an
adaptogen, which means it is a
food that helps the body to
help itself, and creates a
balance.” According to
medical literature, adaptogens
are naturally occurring
substances that enhance the
body’s ability to cope. They

Irene Stein, right, aged 44, and her mother, Sophie, aged 75. Youthful vitality.

’Irena combines all the vitamins, minerals and
amino acids we need and even acts as a
natural hormone balancer, making it an
excellent supplement for women going through
the menopause,’ says Stein.
work on a cellular level to
normalize the function of every
cell, so stimulating the healing
process to boost the body’s
natural defenses and helping
the body to function normally,
especially in difficult
circumstances, such as, for
example, the aging process.
“Old age is the only thing that
comes to us without effort,”
quipped American writer Gloria
Spitzer. And indeed it comes
to us all, bringing with it a
variety of health problems,
both mental and physical.

Generally as we get older, the
body’s immune system
weakens leaving us more
susceptible to ill health and
disease; energy levels drop,
especially if combined with
illness; mental sharpness is
known to deteriorate in old
age, all of which can have an
adverse effect on quality of life
and lead to depression and
general lack of joie de vivre.
But anyone who flicks through
Irene Stein’s publicity material
can see a different picture of
old age in the photograph of

number of supplements out
there that can work very well
for individual afflictions, but
they have to be taken in
different ways and at different
times, and many people forget
to take them. I offer them the
whole lot in one little phial that
works 10 times more
powerfully than the individual
ingredient.”

Treatments A-Z

Irena. A myriad of natural ingredients.

her mother, Sophie, taken
when she was 75. The picture
shows a bright-eyed lady
brimming with good health,
glowing skin, and a healthy
head of hair. “When I started
my mother on the royal jelly
formula,” Stein recounts, “like
16 million other people in
Britain, 80 percent of whom
are over 70, she suffered from
crippling arthritis. After only a
short time on the formula, the
pain began to diminish, until it
disappeared completely and
never returned.”

Beating arthritis
Stein attributes this result to
Irena’s ability to reduce pain
and swelling in the joints,
thereby increasing mobility and
flexibility, by the inclusion of
pantothenic acid, glutamic
acid, phenylalanine,
manganese, silicon,
phosphorous among others
and by the presence of
magnesium and potassium. All
of which may sound pretty
baffling, but the results from
double blind trials conducted
among arthritis sufferers are
pretty clear: “Patients taking
Irena, whether for rheumatoid
or osteo arthritis, or ankylosing
spondylitis reported significant
reductions of pain levels – it
would seem that improvement
associated with taking Irena
was significant,” the test report
stated. Take for example the
case of Albert Painter. At 50,
he had to quit his job as a
plasterer as his severe arthritis
in his knees and shoulders
“nearly killed him” and his neck

was so stiff, he couldn’t look
up at the ceiling. The pain kept
him awake at nights and drove
him into a long deep
depression, and he even
ended up in a psychiatric
hospital. And then he started
on a three-month course of
Irena. The turnaround didn’t
take long, he says. His spirits
started to lift and the pain
lessened. He became more
active, more socially involved,
fitter and more flexible. Best of
all for Albert, now that he is in
great spirits, he has met Anne
and they are now a very happy
couple enjoying the fruits of a
full and loving relationship. Vast
improvements in general
health were also recorded in a
trial on residents of an old
people’s home in Cardiff,
where for the three winter
months that the test was run,
hardly any illnesses occurred
and medical help was barely
sought. In a medical trial on
elderly patients in
Loughborough, too,
improvement was noted in a
number of areas after the
patients took a course of
Royal Jelly: increased appetite,
weight increase, an
improvement in mental
alertness, general
improvement in hair growth
and skin tone and increased
feelings of well-being. “Irena
combines all the vitamins,
minerals and amino acids we
need and even acts as a
natural hormone balancer,
making it an excellent
supplement for women going
through the menopause,”
says Stein. “There are a

In her books, which became
best-sellers in the industry,
Stein runs an alphabetical list
of disorders that the Irena
formula is known to alleviate
and even why. So for example,
Stein claims Irena is effective
against angina as the royal jelly
and ginseng in it increase
haemoglobin levels and
enhance blood flow through
the body and the inositol in
Irena lowers cholesterol,
ensuring the arteries leading to
the heart do not become
blocked. Both of these
conditions are also improved
as a result of many other
ingredients that are present
within the formulation, says
Stein. Back pain is reduced as
Irena oxygenates the blood
and speeds the healing of torn
ligaments and fights
inflammation, she says. The
formula also deals with
digestive problems as the
calcium, sulphur magnesium
and bismuth in Irena combine
to clean the digestive tract and
counter stomach acid,
indigestion and heartburn, and
she even tackles some of the
other side effects that come
with aging, little spoken about
in public literature.
Incontinence, she says, can be
treated with Irena, as the
magnesium, calcium and
vitamin C – all of which
enhance muscle tone – can
help strengthen the sphincter
muscle. And forget those
lurking niggling illnesses
waiting around every corner,
says Stein: Royal Jelly will
boost the immune system, she
claims, strengthening the
body’s defense against illness
and restore strength and
vitality, to which many of her
customers testify.
When Sue Adams’ mother
came back from hospital after
having a mini stroke, she was
very tired, confused and

completely dependent on her
family to cook and take care of
her. But when she started on
Irena, “the response was
almost immediate. She is back
to her daily walks and cooking
and shopping for herself. Her
attitude now is that she would
prefer to be independent and
get on with life,” she writes.
This demonstrates that Irena
can also have a positive effect
on mental outlook, attitude and
general mood, which can also
affect how the body fights
disease. Irene believes that a
huge percentage of illness
comes simply from the wrong
attitude of mind. Age doesn’t
just bring with it the physical
effects on the body; the mind
and the “spirit” also wear with
time. Mental clarity often
becomes clouded, energy
levels drop.
Clients of Irene Stein,
however, have written her
hundreds of letters telling
her how Irena has also
sharpened their mental
agility and lifted their energy
levels and general mood.
But the true testimony can
be seen in Irene herself.
At the age of 66, Irene Stein
has the vibrant looks of a
woman many years her
junior, her hair is thick and
glossy and not one of them
is gray.
But it’s her energy that
has most people who meet
her quite astounded. She
takes vigorous walksevery
day, plays tennis regularly
and will still often put in a
12-hour work day in the
thriving business she
single-handedly created. So
has Irene Stein managed to
create the mythical Fountain
of Youth? “Not quite,” she
says, “but every time I read
from a client how Irena has
helped their lives, I know I
feel a little bit younger.” And
it’s easy to see why: “Irena
has given me back my life,”
Annette Parslow, an arthritis
sufferer wrote to her. How
can that not make you feel
good?
For more information about the
Irena Royal Jelly formulation call
Irene Stein on 09-9509850,
054-5305125 or on her UK mobile
07831 641199.
Alternatively, you can e-mail her at
irenest@netvision.net.il, or visit the
Web site: www.irenesteinrj.com
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SOFFER

FOR ALL YOUR BUILDING NEEDS
OFFICES• DECKS•PERGOLAS•ADDITIONS

THE FINEST QUALITY & DESIGN WITH REAL CAPE SERVICE
OVER 30 YRS OF BUILDING EXPERIENCE
		

050-572-3120

BRENDA’S B & B

Whether you are a couple looking for a
romantic weekend or a family out to enjoy
a few days away from home, then Brenda’s
B & Bs at Moshav Ben-Ami (2 k/m east of
Nahariya & the sea) is the place for you.
For reservations or further information,
contact Brenda or Bobby (both former South Africans)

04-9822320, 052-2794436
052-3279879
brenbob2000@bezeqint.net
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08-6718601

Special Autumn/
Winter prices

aEach unit has a fully equipped kitchenette, TV, a/c, bath-

room with Jacuzzi, a patio and barbeque facilities.
aWe provide personal service to our guests.
aWe have pony rides for the kids, table tennis, and snooker and

in season you can enjoy picking our delicious Litchies.
aCome and enjoy our hospitality in a holiday atmosphere at

very reasonable prices.
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By David Kaplan
The campers from 1993 were later
present at the signing ceremony of the
Oslo Accords in Washington, D.C. where
President Bill Clinton and Israeli Prime
To reach the top, we had to work together. We had to trust each other or face defeat.

Minister Yitzhak Rabin were photographed
holding Seeds of Peace T-shirts.
Whatever seeds were planted then, peace
today remains as elusive as ever.

Face to Face

What are the prospects of nurturing
understanding between teenagers caught
up in the same conflict?
Warren
Hurwitz (top

- right, bottom left) together

with Arab
and Jewish
participants
in a Seeds of
Peace camp.

T

his past June, 15 year-old South African
born Warren (son of Lawrence and
Melanie Hurwitz) of Raanana attended
a 3-week Seeds of Peace camp in Maine,
USA.
Of the 150 participants, 47 were from
Israel, including 15 Arabs. The rest came
from Jordan, Egypt, Palestine, Pakistan,
India and America.
“We heard him being referred to as a ‘freedom fighter’.

Founded in 1993, Seeds of Peace is
an international youth organisation that
works to bring together youth from conflict
regions to discuss coexistence and conflict
resolution.

“We were very nervous at first,” says
Warren. “We knew they had negative
thoughts about us as we had of them. But
the activities were designed to deal with
this.” Warren explains how he was teamed
up with a Palestinian to “climb up a steep
incline with rope. It was not something we
could achieve alone. To reach the top, we
had to work together. We had to trust each
other or face defeat.”
Yet the real tests came not with simulated
activities but the “real thing”. They were
at camp during the first ‘bulldozer’ terror
attack in Jerusalem. “Because the terrorist
was from Jerusalem, and because we had
Jews and Arabs from Jerusalem, we, the
Israelis felt awkward and did not raise the
subject. They did. We heard him being
referred to as a ‘freedom fighter’.
“When we took exception to this, they
countered with what Israeli soldiers had
done a few days earlier in Tulkarem. It
became very intense and also emotional.
A Jewish girl from Jerusalem broke into
tears. We comforted her and then we
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heard stories of their daily humiliations
of passing through checkpoints and being
searched by soldiers. We then countered
that these measures were necessary to
prevent terrorism. We related how scared
we were to board busses. And so it went
on. After three weeks of having heard
these stories, we all had a better sense of
the other side.”
The programme does not end with the
camp. “That is only the beginning. We are
the seeds. It is up to us to maintain contact
with the other participants and participate
in future programmes.”

Ilana presented an oil painting of Jerusalem painted by her mother, the renowned
artist Zipporah Segal to the nephew of the
legendary British General, 3rd Viscount
Allenby of Megiddo. Her father, the late
Zundel Segal was a leading South African
Zionist before making aliya in 1952.
Long before becoming active in the
Ilana Mocatta (neé Segal) presenting a painting by her mother, Zipporah
Segal, to the nephew of General Allenby.

General Behavior

Last December marked the 90th anniversary of the surrender and occupation of
Jerusalem to the Allied Armies under the
command of British General Allenby. The
victory in Palestine changed the face of the
Middle East and set in motion historical
processes that are yet to be resolved.
Honouring Allenby’s triumphant march
into Jerusalem, South African-born Ilana
Mocatta (nee Segal) organised a showing
at the celebrated venue for the BAFTA
awards in London of Yaakov Gross’s documentary ‘Till We Have Built Jerusalem’. It
covers actual footage of General Allenby’s
famous entry into the Old City through the
Jaffa Gate. Although a supreme master of
cavalry warfare, he nevertheless ordered
...an angry “Syrian diplomat ...screamed, ‘If you don’t go, I’ll slit your throat.’”

his officers to dismount and they entered
the city on foot out of respect for the status
of Jerusalem as a Holy City.
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campaigns to release the ‘Refuseniks’
from the former USSR, Ilana found herself
in a demonstration following the Yom
Kippur War outside the Syrian Embassy
in London. “We were protesting against
Syria’s refusal to divulge the names of our
captured soldiers and pilots.”
In the forefront stood Ilana holding a
placard with the words “GIVE US THE
NAMES”. An angry “Syrian diplomat
stormed out the embassy and ran up to
her and bellowed, “If you don’t go, I’ll slit
your throat.” Ilana, who was interviewed
on BBC radio later that day, said, “If a
peaceful demonstration causes a Syrian
diplomat to want to slit my throat, can you
imagine what his countrymen are doing to
our boys in captivity.”

Two years after he entered Jerusalem,
Allenby visited Rhodesia in 1919 where
he was welcomed by the local Zionist
leadership. Asked what he thought about
the prospects of a National Home in Palestine for the Jewish People, he responded
emphatically, “Hard work and increased
immigration”. There are sound reasons
why so many of Israel’s main streets are
named after the famed general.
Zipporah Segal will be exhibiting her art in Kfar
Shmaryahu. See Notice Board on page 2 for details.

Well Kept Secrets

Earlier this year, a researcher at the
IDF archives presented Joe Woolf with
recommendations he had found for awards
for bravery involving two South African
volunteers in Israel’s War of Independence
- Lawrence “Locky” Fainman and Elliot
Katzenellenbogen. Both these recommendations were unknown and consequently
not mentioned in Henry Katzew’s book
South Africa’s 800.
Joe Woolf reports: On September 7th,
1948 two platoons of English-speaking “B”
Company of the 72nd Battalion were sent

up through the village of Tamra to remove
a troublesome group of observers and snipers from Kaukji’s Arab Liberation Army.
Perched on the top of Kabul Mountain they
enjoyed a perfect view of the coastal plain
all the way to the Mediterranean.
Amongst the Southern Africans in our
platoon who reached the high mountain
under cover of 3” mortar fire were the two
platoon sergeants David Susman and Jeff
Perlman, Ziggy Stein, Benny Landau,
Gordon Mandelzweig, Mike Snipper,
Max Krensky, Colin Marik, myself and
our medic, “Locky” Fainman.
At first light all hell broke loose when
the enemy racked our positions with wellplaced machine guns, and in the hectic

Biltong
Boerewors
Drywors
• 100% Pure Beef - only spices added
• Home deliveries can be arranged
• Fresh supplies available every week
Gordon 09-7713331 / 050-3737798
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(right):In the field Elliot Katzenellenbogen
bottom right.

engagement, almost forced us off
the hill. We lost three soldiers; no
South Africans.

d
The recently discovered citation for
Elliot Katzenellenbogen and signed by
his CO, Captain Arye Weisberg, read as
follows: On the 25th December 1948,
at the Mishrefe positions, Sergeant
(left) 1948 - ‘Locky’ Fainman
Elliot Katznellenbogen No 62213,
is amongst this group as
is the writer, Joe Woolf
commander of an anti-tank gun
and many other Southern
mounted on a half-track armoured
Africans. After clearing
vehicle, directed effective fire
the hills around Sasa, no 1
with great courage in a clash of 3
Platoon of ‘B’ Company, stop
armoured vehicles of ours against
for a meal break before moving
five Egyptian armoured cars.
North towards Malkiya.

Locky’s heroism is recorded in the
recommendation signed by his superior:
“In the action at Tamra 7th September
1948, private Lawrence Fainman No53538,
combat medic, displayed cool courage and
determination under heavy fire crawling
and running to treat wounded men; on one
occasion personally operating a Spandau
machine gun of one of the wounded. The
cool courage saved the lives of numerous
wounded and inspired others around him.
The above showed personal valour in

In support of the recommendation, Major Chaim Bar-Lev (later
Chief of the General Staff) wrote that
direct hits on 3 Egyptian armoured cars...successfully halted the enemy counter-attack.

...displayed cool courage under heavy fire, crawling and running to treat wounded men.

evacuating the wounded on the field of
battle. I therefore recommend the decoration of bravery for this individual act of
heroism.”
Confirming the recommendation, the
72nd Battalion Commander, Jack Lichtenstein wrote: “that the soldier, Lawrence
Fainman, should receive the Decoration
of Bravery for his action as medic beyond
the call of duty.”
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“Sergeant Katzenellenbogen participated
with the platoon of the Hillel Organi, and
commanded their only 20 mm cannon,
which scored direct hits on three heavy
Egyptian armoured cars, setting one on
fire. This successfully halted the enemy
counter-attack before our Battalion had
completed preparations for it.”
Katenellenbogen was known to be a very
modest fellow, unlikely to speak about
his war experiences. Hence very little is
mentioned about him in ‘South Africa’s
800’. Not even his family knew anything
of his military experiences. His widow
Shulamit with their son Danny were
so emotional to learn about the citation
- a marvelous 60th Anniversary present
which coincided with the tenth “yahrzeit”
of Elliot’s death.

The Greatest DSTV Experience in Israel
•All sport channels - rugby, cricket, soccer, tennis, motor racing, golf & many others.
• If you buy M-net you receive a host of other channels for free. including the renowned
SHOWTIME movie channels
• Over 100 channels with an additional option of including Israel TV
• Quality Control Professional Installations

For further information, call:

 מנחם057-56931111oor office, (057)5693115
Mickey Blumberg addressing
one of the community
banquets in South Africa. In
the background the woman
chefs from the Beit Shemesh
- Yehuda Plains region in
their traditional costumes.
Fainman and Katzenellenbogen both
interrupted their medical studies to participate in the War of Independence.
Katzenellenbogen returned to practice in
Israel and passed away in 1998. Fainman
was tragically killed in a road accident
on his way to Baragwanath during the
early 1960’s.

T I

A aste of srael
The Jewish community in South Africa
recently had the opportunity to celebrate
Israel’s 60th in a unique way - gastronomically. Leave it to former South African
Mickey Blumberg, Director of Partnership
2000 (P2K) for the Beit Shemesh-Yehuda
Plains and South Africa / Washington

DC region.
Following a successful Women’s
Empowerment programme encouraging
and guiding women to open small businesses, Mickey came up with a novel idea
of capitalizing on the indigenous talents of
local residents. “We found the knowledge
... Empowerement programme encouraging women to open small businesses,...

of ethnic cuisine in the region amazing;
passed down from one generation to the
next. So why not use this knowledge to
help families support themselves? What
they needed to learn was how to exploit
their culinary expertise by turning it into
a business. This is where we came in with
the Economic Development Subcommittee of P2K.”
continued on next page
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In the years that followed, endless
delegations from Diaspora Jewish communities have attended food festivals in
the Beit Shemesh region sampling food
from Morocco, Tunisia and Kurdistan.
“We have transformed housewives into
businesswomen,” beams Mickey.

Savouring Israel
Putting out a tender “we finally settled
on 10 local women cooks and together
with two renowned Israeli chefs we set
off for South Africa.”
Catering at gala dinners at community
halls as well as private homes in Johannesburg, Pretoria and Cape Town, “we
must have fed more than 1300 mouths.
They were all chalishing for the recipes
afterwards! While we used local meat
and fish, the special herbs and spices
we brought from Israel.” Mickey is still
amazed at how they roped in the Israeli
chefs. “You know these boys don’t normally cook for free. Not these two. They
were true Zionists and they jumped at the
opportunity to connect with an overseas
Jewish community.”
Especially inspiring, “was to see how
all the organizations - WIZO, P2K, Israel
Centre and the SAZF as well as Emunah
and Mizrachi in Johannesburg - all participated. They came together in celebrating
Israel’s 60th and what better way than an
Israeli food festival.” All monies raised
- including from the recipe books sold
- were donated to Mickey’s Women’s
Empowerment Fund. •
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Check This...

“I taught Yehuda to play chess at age four,”
says father Avigdor (Victor) Meyerowitz of
Jerusalem, originally from Krugersdorp. “In
less than two years he was beating me.”
Today, Yehuda is the
national under-12 champion.
In 2004 he won the under-8
national championship. He
competes in the adult league
and recently participated in
a chess festival in Jerusalem
where he played and beat ten
participants simultaneously.
Although he did not attend,
Yehuda was selected to represent Israel this year at the
European and World championships.

A Trying Time

Yehuda Meyerowitz with
some of his trophies.

Over 400 supporters came to Wingate
to cheer the Israeli national rugby team
against Cyprus. It was a high stake match
for both countries—the losers would be
relegated to a lower division in the European
Rugby Championships. Kibbutz
Yizreel’s Yonatan and Nimrod
Kaplan contributed to Israel’s
23-14 victory, as their father
Milton watched with pride. The
determination and grit shown by
the lads on the hallowed fields
of Wingate would have made
Orde proud.
Yonatan and Nimrod Kaplan
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Lads in White
While Colin Schachat of Raanana may
know how to throw his operatic voice he sang last year at Buckingham Palace
for the Queen - his sons are adept on a
different pitch!

Israel’s junior cricket team playing in Germany.
Captian Gabi, center-front row.

Young
Performers

Captaining the Israeli junior national
cricket team at a European tournament
in Germany, Gabi, aged 17, was voted
Man of the Tournament, netting a batting average of 46 runs and scoring two
half centuries. “We came fourth out of
ten teams,” says Gabi, whose
fifteen-year-old brother Rafi
also played in the squad.

Starry Night

There was a double South
African connection to the hit TV
programme Kohav Nolad (A Star
is Born). Third-placed Carmel
Eckman is the granddaughter
of Hanah Katmon, who made
Carel Eckman
aliya in 1948 as part of a Betar
group and who recently passed away at the age of 85 on
Kibbutz Bar Am. Carmel’s cousin is former Capetonian
Morris Rubin, one of the original members of the Bnei
Akiva garin that established Efrat.

The lead guitarist in the band during the semi and final
nights was twenty-three year old Gil Lewis, son of Michael
Gil Lewis
(formerly of Durban) and Yael Lewis of Netanya. Gil who
has been playing the guitar since the age of nine, attended The Academy of Music
in Jerusalem and has performed with some of the big names in the music industry
in Israel, notably Gidi Gov, Ivri Lider, Aya Korem and Daniel Soloman. He recently
performed in Vancouver with Pablo Rosenberg.
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Keren Telfed

The Keren Telfed Fund was started over 25 years ago. Donations are used to assist members of
our Southern African community during times of individual need or national crisis.
All donations are acknowledged in this column as soon as possible after receipt thereof.

Donors.......................................................Honorees
Hertzel and Lola Katz............................................. Yitz and Shirley Shamos – special anniversary
Mossie and Joyce Tucker........................................ Percy Tucker – 80th birthday
Mr. Gavish.............................................................. Keren Telfed
Allan Nestadt.......................................................... Hertzel Katz – in appreciation
Karen Lewis........................................................... Keren Telfed
Solly and Estelle Sher,............................................ Naty Tobias – 70th birthday
Mike and Lorraine Solomon,.................................. Naty Tobias – 70th birthday
Sheila Swiel and family.......................................... Sadie Herscovitz – 90th birthday
Alistair and Rebecca Johnstone.............................. Estee Penn – in appreciation
Hertzel and Lola Katz............................................. Max Kahn – significant birthday
Sue Donner............................................................. Sonia Sacks – special birthday
Channa Eidelman
Carol, Larry, Shlomi & Michal Levine................... Stanley Laufer – 75th birthday
turns 80
Isaac and Maureen Lipshitz.................................... Pamela Silver – special birthday
Mike Heim and family............................................ Tommy Tischler – in appreciation
Barbara Diamond.................................................... Gilbert and Valerie Herbert – celebrating 40 years of Aliya
Stanley and Sharon Epstein.................................... Oscar and Isabel Rosenzweig – 50th anniversary
Selma Kanichowsky............................................... Neville and Sheila Berkley – 50th anniversary
Mossie and Joyce Tucker........................................ Neville and Sheila Berkley – 50th anniversary
Hertzel and Lola Katz............................................. Len and Ros Israelstam – good luck in new home
Gaby and Freda Haimovitz..................................... Sonia Sacks – special birthday
Glenda Leigh.......................................................... Berenice Cohen – special birthday
Ernest and Nesta Lessem........................................ Mark Bernstein – 80th birthday
Leon and Ellen Altman........................................... Sonia Sacks – 80th birthday
Michael Heymann................................................... Keren Telfed
Kenny Greenblo...................................................... Keren Telfed
Justin and Pamela Silver......................................... Keren Telfed (for children)
Bella Barnett........................................................... Belle Price – special birthday
Dorron Kline........................................................... Beit Shemesh braai
Telfed Events Committee........................................ Larry Butchins – in appreciation
Telfed Events Committee........................................ Rona Kruger – in appreciation
Families Furman, Gaito, Harris, Meyers,
Jack & Rae Galloon
Paiken, Shiloni, Wittert and Zahavi........................ Tamar Meyer – 80th birthday
celebrate
50 years together.
Families Furman, Gaito, Harris, Meyers,
Paiken, Shiloni, Wittert and Zahavi........................ Abe and Leah Isenberg – 60th anniversary
Freda Essakow and family and Dan Sharon............ Channa Eidelman – 80th birthday
Stanley and Sharon Epstein.................................... David Margolis – 80th birthday
Sylvia Weinberg...................................................... Lawrence and Jacqueline Freedman – 40th anniversary
Leon and Ellen Altman........................................... Sonia Sacks – 80th birthday
Ernest and Nesta Lessem........................................ Ivan Hartsman – in appreciation
Keevan and Cynthia Kahanowitz............................ Jock Kahn – 80th birthday
Keevan and Cynthia Kahanowitz............................ Fonda Dubb – 70th birthday
Leonore Shaveizion and Hymie Casper.................. Abe Jaffe – birthday
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Ernest and Nesta Lessem........................................ Jack and Rae Galloon – 50th anniversary
Ernest and Nesta Lessem........................................ Ronnie and Mona Baer – 50th anniversary
Julius and Fay Weinstein........................................ Ralph and Sylvia Milrod – 60th anniversary
Kevin and Cathy Kezurer....................................... Naty Tobias – 70th birthday
Harry & Nili Karebel.............................................. Tzippi Sheer on turning 80
Woolf and Renee Rakin.......................................... Naomi Fredman – birthday

FOOD PARCELS FOR SOLDIERS / FAMILIES
Neil and Judy Kaye................................................ In memory of Blanche Isaacson
Ettie Bar................................................................. For the elderly
Ruby Ellis............................................................... In memory of Jack and Phil
Rona Kruger........................................................... Maty Lebanon – 70th birthday
Tuesday Bridge Club ladies.................................... In memory of Steven Lessem
Arthur and Vivien Wolman..................................... Fonda Dubb – 70th birthday
Selwyn and Valerie Feinblum................................. Allan and Carol Feinblum
Darren and Simone Labe........................................ Guy and Naomi Spiegelman – in appreciation
Sigalia Heim........................................................... In memory of her beloved grandparents

Tzippy Sheer with
children Dafna &
Abner

IN MEMORIAM
Tova Dorfan............................................................ In memory of David Marks
Alon Chazan........................................................... In memory of his mother, Marilyn Chazan
Pauline Eisen.......................................................... In memory of Steven Lessem

MAYER PINCUS BAR-EL EDUCATIONAL FUND (in memory of the late Mayer Bar-el)
Freda Pincus........................................................... Jonathan and Rut Barel - marriage

KEREN ALIZA (in memory of the late Aliza Hatchuel)

Steve Lessem, z’’l

Dorian and Sharon Hatchuel................................... Martin Ellis – in appreciation
Gaby and Freda Haimovitz..................................... Sadie Herscovitz – 90th birthday
Kaplans and Wolffs................................................. Dave Bach – birthday
David & Hilary Kaplan................................... Niel and Pam Bobrov on the engagement of their son Barry

SAM LEVIN MEMORIAL BURSARY (in memory of the late Sam Levin)
Russell and Michelle Kibel..................................... Hilda Horn – 90th birthday
Ari and Sydney Lossin........................................... Bella Nick – 80th birthday
Ari and Sydney Lossin........................................... Doreen Lindenbluth – 80th birthday
Merr Scher, Leila Stein, Rahel Morgenstern,
Chana Stein............................................................ Minde Tatz (Morgenstern) – 85th birthday
The Jaffe families................................................... Zelda Penn – 90th birthday
Abe and Leah Isenberg & Raya Koller................... Tamar Meyer – 80th birthday

VICTIMS OF TERROR FUND
Geoffrey and Tamara Israel.................................... Issy and Bernice Klein – 60th anniversary

Barry Bobrov and
fiancée Ifat
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Reunions
YIZREEL TURNS 60
Kibbutz Yizreel was founded
in the Jezreel valley in 1948 by
former members of the Palmach.
Some 10 years later, members
of Habonim-Dror from Southern Africa, Australia and New
Zealand joined the kibbutz to
be followed four years later by another
Habonim garin. The problem of integrating
Southern Africans and sabras was solved
efficiently “when five young men from
Southern Africa married five young sabra
women” relates former Johannesburger
Eddie Solow, who organised earlier in
the year The Big Walk around the kibbutz
as part of the year-long 60th anniversary
celebrations.
In July, over 1000 people attended a
production of music, dance and theatre
involving over 100 members of the kibbutz
ranging from young children to those well
in their seventies.
Boasting Israel’s premier rugby team,
Yizreel is today in the top 10 most successful kibbutzim in Israel. Their public
traded company Meitronics manufactures
robotic pool cleaning equipment and has
cracked markets beyond Europe to the
USA and Australia.
Entrenched in the capitalist way of doing
business, Yizreel still exudes old-world
socialist charm offering three free meals
a day, a practice most kibbutzim in Israel
have abandoned. “We are known as purists in the Jezreel Valley,” laughs kibbutz
member Arnie Friedman, who was part
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Yizreel Reunion
front row (l-r): Philipa
Segal, Stella Greenberg,
Ruth Mor, Simmy Shelef,
Steve Blass
back (& middle) (l-r)
Jenny Zelas, Benny Segal,
Eddie Solow, Milton
Kaplan, Peggy Friedman,
Arnie Friedman

of the 1956 garin. “They
call us a Shmurat Tevah
(Nature Reserve). Our
kids recently put on a
show depicting tourists
in ten years time visiting Yizreel as if it were
a museum - to see what
traditional life on kibbutz
was like.”

Meanwhile, so popular is Yizreel with
the children of members moving back now
as married adults, there is a desperate need
to increase housing.

MANOF’S PIONEERS
CELEBRATE 30 YEARS
Thirty years separated lunch at The
Mustard Seed in Sea Point in 1978 and
dinner recently at Bleakers in the Lower
Galilee. The first meal “we went out with
our shaliach Avi Nitrani shortly before
leaving South Africa for our temporary
digs in Karmiel, waiting for our homes
to be built,” recalls Les Amdur.
The more recent dinner was to celebrate
“our accomplishment in transforming
a barren and rocky hill into a thriving

moshav attracting new families each year.
Some of our parents could not believe we
were coming to settle here but we were
young and very idealist,” says former
Capetonian Delia Malbin. “How the
time has flown - most of our kids are now
grown up; educated, married, many young
parents themselves at the same age we

Les Amdur (left)
of Manof holding a
1978 copy of The
Cape Jewish Chronicle
showing a photo of
some of the founding
members taken at
a restaurant in Sea
Point shortly before
leaving to start a new
and pioneering life on
top of a barren and
uninhabited mountain.
With him are Delia
Malbin and Delphine
Druyan, both of
Manof.

were when we left with them as
youngsters.”

The Malbins’ house was the
first one built on Manof—a
SAZF/Telfed housing project—
while they sat out the two years
in Karmiel, learning Hebrew,
exploring work opportunities
“and having fun,” says husband
Cyril Malbin. “When we look
today at what we have built, a
magnificent moshav that more
and more young Israelis are
joining, because of the clean air,
the scenic environment and the quality
of life, we had very good reason to raise
our glasses and toast our achievement.”
Lechaim!
continued on top of page 44, Arcadia Reunion

INDABA
A gathering of former Zimbabweans/Rhodesians
When over 280 Zimbabweans in Israel
converged in July at the Ra’anana Bowls
Club for their Indaba, they exceeded the
number of Jews remaining in their former
country.

Vice-chairman of Telfed, to provide assistance for the residents of the Jewish Old Age
home in Bulawayo (Savyon Lodge). Of the
current total Zimbabwe Jewish population
of approximately 200 souls, one eighth of
continued on bottom of page 44

In his welcoming address, event organiser Marvyn Hatchuel said that “Rhodesian Jewry provided the highest percentage
per capita of olim from any country in the
Western world.” He noted proudly “that
seven out of the last eight presidents
of CAZO made Aliya, and he hoped “this
example would be emulated by other
Diaspora communities.”
A special fund was launched by David
Bloom, a co-organizer of the event and

Jack Trappler with Stanley
Fischer, Governor of the
Bank Of Israel
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Reunions cont.

ARCADIA REUNION
Reports David Samuel

above: l-r
standing Leah
Newstead,
Marion Goldberg,
Offer fain, Miriam Platsky, Jenny Levine (London), Jules
Gordon (Jhb), Hymie Arenoff, Dave Samuel (co-ordinator),
Ronnie Schreeuwer. crouching: Sharron Getz (Lipman)
(Tzorah), Lizzie Barmouha. kneeling : Roz Fraser (Jhb),
Shelley vanden Hoeven. below: l-r, Jenny Levine, Boaz Fain,
Roz Frazer, Jules Gordon, Offer Fain and David Samuel.

Indaba....

Some forty ‘Arcs’, spanning nearly 40
years in age, recently got together on kibbutz
Tzora, to participate in the second annual
reunion of the Arcadia Jewish Orphanage,
Johannesburg. From kibbutz Revivim in
the south to Misgav Am in the north, local
former Arcs were joined by a few from
overseas.
For the full story on Arcadia when it
celebrated it’s centenary last year, see
article in Telfed Magazine May 2007.
Anyone interested in the book “100 years of Arc
Memories” & a double DVD on the history and
memoirs of old arcs and Arcadia, contact Dave at
(04)-9985018 or 0542-681013.

continued from page 43

them are residents of Savyon Lodge.
Hatchuel observed a “Spirit of Zionism in reverse.”
He noted the shift from “back in the days when the
Jews of Rhodesia were raising funds for Israel and
sending food and other gift parcels, now these Olim
are helping their old compatriots in their present state
of economic distress.”
History records that in the 1930s, the per capita
financial contribution of Rhodesian Jewry to Palestine was the highest in the Diaspora. It was a tradition which was maintained
into the 1970s.
Amongst the notables present at the Indaba - although keeping a low profile
- was the current Governor of the Bank of Israel, Stanley Fischer, who attended
Milton School in Bulawayo.
Boy-o-boy! Could the Zimbabwean economy do with someone of the likes
of Fischer today!
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Sharon Favish
& son, Middle
row: Natalie &
Taum Hammar,
Janine Feldman
& son; front row:
Joss Koff, Mia &
Daniella Hammar

In Memoriam
The Telfed chairman Maish Isaacson, members of the Executive, the Director and Staff express
heartfelt condolences to families whose loved ones have passed away in recent months:
Avrille Katz (Carmiel)

Steven Lessem (Ra’anana)

Edith Heim (Herzliya)

Winnie Lapidus

Harry Hurwitz (Jerusalem)

Luba Moss (Netanya)

Jessie Halperin (Johannesburg)

Rubin Levin (Kibbutz Gan Shmuel)

Joan Maisels (Herzliya)

Bennie Klug (Sydney, Australia)

Karen Ben Ari (Rosh Ha’ayin)

Eliezer Krieger (Tel Aviv)

Kenneth Lasovsky (UK)

Tuxie (Norman) Blau (Johannesburg)

Lynette Taback (Kibbutz Ma’ayan Zvi)

Max Shaer (Johannesburg)

Mark Levy (USA)

Max Geffen (Ra’anana)

Michael Puler (Kibbutz Tzora)

Ronald Davimes (Tel Aviv)

Nellie Joseph (Johannesburg)

Mary Nowikow (Ra’anana)

Solly Jankelowitz (Kibbutz Tzora)

Rafi Schwartz (Netanya))

Harry Hurwitz 1924-2008
Perched on a high hill and overlooking the city of Jerusalem, Harry was laid
to rest in the ETZEL section of Har Hamenuhot cemetery. He was amongst
friends and comrades, both those who came to pay their respects and those
buried beside him. At the close of the ceremony - that included tributes by Bibi
Netanyahu, Moshe Arens and Benny Begin - the sudden silence was penetrated
by a passionate rendition of Shir Betar. Hundreds joined in the singing - they
knew the words; they understood the meaning.
Its melodious message had no less resonance to the mourners than it did
when Ze’ev Jabotinsky composed the Betar movement’s anthem nearly eight decades previously
in 1932. The third verse of ‘Tagar’ espousing defiance, typified Harry. One mourner remarked
that “when Harry proposed the concept of a Begin Centre, the steering committee he formed
thought he was crazy. Impossible, it will never happen.” Undaunted by the obstacles, Harry
would emerge as founder and director of the Menachan Begin Heritage Centre, today one of
Israel’s top tourist attractions and a research institute.
Harry arrived in South Africa in 1934, already a member of Betar having heard Jabotinsky
speak the previous year in his native Latvia. It was in Riga, Latvia’s capital, that ‘Jabo’ founded
Betar in 1923. “When I arrived in Johannesburg, there was little Betar activity for the youngsters,” Harry related to the writer in a Jerusalem Post article earlier this year. “This we set about
remedying and by the time I was well into high school, I was head of Betar in Johannesburg and
running new groups in the smaller satellite towns, where I used to travel by train each week.”
Before making aliya with Freda in 1978 - following Begin’s rise to the premiership - Harry
served as the General Secretary, Vice-Chairman and Chairman of the Zionist Revisionist
Organisation, editor of The Jewish Herald and Acting Chairman of the South African Zionist
Federation.
continued on next page
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In Memoriam
In Israel, Harry served as Minister of Information at the Israel Embassy in Washington, under
Moshe Arens, the then Ambassador to the US. This was during the tumultuous years 1981-1984
when Israel bombed Iraq’s nuclear reactor in Osirak (1981) and invaded Lebanon (1982). “I
had a lot of explaining to do,” joked Harry. On his return to Israel, he was appointed Adviser
on World Jewry to the Prime Minister.
Harry had an engaging sense of humour. In 2001, The Jerusalem Post mistakenly published
his obituary after confusing him with someone else of the same name who had died. Upon reading ‘his’ obituary, he phoned its author and good friend Shmuel (Moeki) Katz (z’l) to thank
him. “Not everyone has the privilege of reading their own obituary, and it was a lovely one.”
And then a few days later at a special meeting on South African Jewry at the Jewish Agency,
where participants were asked to introduce themselves and state from where they came, Harry
announced, “Harry Hurwitz from heaven.”
Earlier this year, Harry was one of 27 former Southern African to receive the Telfed Yakir
Award at Beth Hatfusoth and delivered the keynote address on behalf of all the recipients.
Telfed joins the entire Southern African community in expressing its heartfelt condolences to
his wife Freda, son Hillel, grandchildren Sharon, Nirit and Ilan, and two great-grandsons,
Boaz and Eitan.

a

by David Kaplan

The Telfed Chairman, Director, Staff and ‘Magazine team’ express heartfelt condolences to
Telfed staff assistant Simon Nowikow and family on the passing of Simon’s wife Mary.

a
Journalist and writer Henry Katzew, who passed away in July in the USA remarked at the
1998 Machal reunion paraphrasing Shakespeare that “all human experience, no matter how deep,
remains an airy nothing until it is put in words and placed between covers.” Henry, who never
lived in Israel, nor fought in its wars, has earned a special place in the community as a chronicler
of one of the proudest chapters in Southern African Zionism. His book ‘South Africa’s 800’,
facilitated by the South African Zionist Federation (South Africa and Israel) captures the stories
in detail of the lives of the young men and woman from Southern Africa who risked their lives
to fight in Israel’s war of Independence.
“In 1948 you guys were at the heart of the miracle, an impossible event you made possible,”
he had said. Henry’s legacy is his majestic capture of their participation in that miracle.

a
Telfed and the Natanya Southern African community express condolences
on the passing of one of its former members and inspiring residents. Max
Canard was a member of the Telfed Executive and Chairman of the Telfed
Netanya Regional Committee. He is remembered for galvanizing a community
of mostly seniors who were actively engaged at the time in projects for the
Russian and Ethiopian immigrants to the city.
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Classified
All classified advertisements must be paid for
in advance. Cheques are payable to SAZF
(Israel), 19/1 Schwartz St., Ra’anana 43212.
The basic charge is NIS140 for up to 30
words. For an additional sum of NIS 25 your
ad can also appear on our website. One free
ad will be granted to new olim from Southern
Africa within the first year after arrival.

Accommodation
Holiday Apts, Raanana, Herzilya
Pituach, Jerusalem and Netanya,
website www.rentisrael.com , info@
rentisrael.com (050)711-7967 voip
(416)630-9639 skype caryfox1

Holiday Apartments - Ra’anana: modern,
central, fully-furnished and equipped. Sleeps
6/8, 2 bathrooms, central air-conditioning. Short-term rentals available. Contact
Ralph: (054)429-1455/6, (09)749-3399,
Not Shabbat.

B & B in Centre of Raanana. Double Room
+ own bathroom in lovely apartment. Tel:
(077)210-3230, (052)676-5517. annhlevin@
hotmail.com
Holiday Apartments – Raanana: Furnished
and air-conditioned 2 & 4-roomed apartments.
Available for short or long-term. Tel: (09) 7742303, Fax (09) 771-7202. Not Shabbat.

The South African Zionist Federation
and its constituent bodies in South Africa
mourn the passing of

HARRY HURWITZ

A great man who lived the reality of Zionism
and made an amazing contribution to the South African Jewish community, the State of Israel and World
Jewry, immortalized by the creation of the Menachem
Begin Heritage Centre. His inspirational oratory and
leadership will be sorely missed. Our thoughts are
with Freda and the Hurwitz family.

Holiday Apartment – Jaffa (Picturesque
Maronite Quarter) 2 rooms a/c, Kitchenette,
shower, satellite TV, router internet connection, fully furnished, newly renovated, weekly
servicing. Min. stay 1 week.View the apartment: hadolphinholidayhome.blogspot.com/
or call Issy or Paula Miodownik 03-6829736
or 0526887111.
Accommodation to let in Ra’anana:
3-roomed holiday apartment, furnished,
including use of gym and pool, short or
long term. (050)792-4473.

Looking to Rent
Woman looking for small apartment to
rent in Ra’anana or elsewhere in Sharon
area. Willing to share. Contact Danny
(054)752-3401.

Acupuncture
Acupuncture for migraine, stress, fatigue,
menopausal symptoms, irregular periods and
pain (neck, back, knees and more). Private
treatments at your home. Contact Keren @
(054)4954118

Antique Clock Repairs
Antique Clock Repairs: I repair and make
new parts for your old or antique clock. I am
a specialist in this field! Countrywide Service.
I also buy and sell classic and unique clocks.
Susan (09)772-9222, (052)243-0040.

Catering
Shirley’s Deli: Special Menu for Chagim
- Home made cooking, includes: Fish, Herrings, Soups, Salads, Meats, Turkey, Roast
Beef, Brisket, Chopped Liver, Kugels, Pies
and Puddings. Delivery to Raanana and
Herzliya Pituach. 8 Nitza Blvd. Netanya.
(09) 887-5043/4.
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Classified
Fonda’s Catering - catering for all occasions. For further information, contact Nicky
052-8488678.

Cleaning Services
Ambassador Cleaning Services for carpets,
upholstery, windows, shutters, & crystal floor
polishing.Call Lawrence Hurwitz, telephone:
052 – 2509962, 050-2509962

Computer
Israel PC doctor, complete PC & Network
Support – House calls day or night; Expertly
solving all computer problems; repairs, sales,
upgrades & instruction, Microsoft & Comp
TIA Certified; 16 years experience. Free
consultation & advice. References available. Contact Beau: (054)7726239,beau1@
techie.com; http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
IsraelPCdoctor/

Counselling
I am a qualified Social Worker specialising in marital and relationship counselling,
personal progblems, trauma de-briefing.
Jackie Gelgut. Phone: (09)745-4090 8:00am
- 12:00pm Sunday to Thrusday.

Electrician
Shimon’s Services - For all your electrical
and household appliances: repairs, instillation
and maintenance, in Modiin, Jerusalem, Beit
Shemesh and the Sharon Areas. For friendly and
reliable service call Shimon Zack, (057)7353717, (052)295-3717, (08)970-7194. Not
Shabbat.

Furniture Storing and Moving
Store-It-All, Ltd. Full service, courteous storage
and moving professionals. Clean “mini-storage”
facility-units in all sizes for personal/business
needs. Owned and operated by American Olim.
Tel. (03) 966-9682, (08) 869-2491.
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Handyman
Your handyman for all your home maintenance
requirements in the Sharon Area: •Painting
•Plumbing •Electrical •Carpentry •Fencing
•General Repairs •Pergolas. For a free quotation,
call Craig (052)867-5235

M-Net
M-net, Movie Magic, M-net Series and a
whole host of other DSTV Channels now available. Get all the action live on Super Sport!
Documentaries, comedies, SHOWTIME movie
channels are all included in the package. For
further information, call ( מנחםMenachem) at
(057)569-3111 or office (057) 569-3115

Psychiatry
Prof. Jonathan Benjamin, psychiatry and
psychotherapy. Former Head of the Psychiatry
Department at Ben Gurion University of the
Negev. 25 years experience. Now in Caesarea.
Call 052- 2891727

Veterinarians
Yanuv Veterinary Clinic - Dr. Bernard
Hurwitz: comprehensive veterinary services and boarding, at discount prices. 24hour Service. Moshav Yanuv near Kfar
Yona. Tel.: (052)663-6646, (09)898-5773,
(09)894-8001

We Want
Any China, household goods, tableware, silver
plate, glassware, bric-a-brac or small furniture
that you can live without? Or moving house?
We’ll make you an offer you can live with. Call
Sol or Lorraine, Gallery Lauren, 83 Sokolov
Street, Ramat Hasharon. Tel. (03)540-9481.

